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Executive Overview

The healthcare industry got a significant wake-up call in 2015. The first six months of that year saw 62 percent of the largest healthcare security breaches—those with more than a million records compromised—of the last five years.¹ In 2016 the volume of compromised records was not as great, but breaches continued to cause operational, financial, and reputational damage to healthcare industry organizations, and in fact the number of breaches rose. A total of 320 breaches involving unsecured protected health information (PHI) were posted by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office for Civil Rights Breach Portal, an increase of 18.5 percent over 2015.²

Why are attackers continuing to sharpen their focus on healthcare? It’s because the exploitable information in an electronic health record (EHR) brings a high price on the black market. In the past, malicious vendors have touted an EHR as being worth $50,³ but IBM X-Force researchers have found that these days, with health records often combined for sale in the underground markets with other personal/financial data, the price may be even higher.
Figure 1 shows an ad for such a combination, asking USD 69.99 for full payment card data—“Fullz” in fraudster jargon—for an impressive package of document scans including medical and health insurance information. Spear phishing, financial fraud and medical identity theft are just a few of the ways attackers can use such data for monetary gain.

Figure 1. Screenshot of record for sale on the dark web. Source: IBM Security research.
Healthcare data at rising risk

Attackers’ costs may be rising, but for the victim it’s much worse. According to the 2016 Cost of a Data Breach Study, the healthcare industry’s data breach cost, $355 per record, is more than twice the mean across all industries of $158 per record. Despite being under constant pressure to lower the cost of healthcare to consumers, healthcare organizations simply cannot afford to make cybersecurity a low business priority and risk multi-million-dollar losses to a hard-hitting attack.

It is safe to say that costs to healthcare organizations will continue to rise as one of the fastest-growing threats, ransomware, successfully wreaks havoc in the industry. An IBM survey released in December 2016 found that 70 percent of business executives with experience of ransomware attacks had paid to get data back, with more than half paying over $10,000 and one in five paying more than $40,000. Ransom demands are likely to increase in 2017.

Ransomware and the cost of breaches aren’t the only threats. Another concern, outlined in our 2016 Security trends in the healthcare industry report, is the introduction of risk from the Internet of Things (IoT), mobile health apps and cloud. As the healthcare industry continues to accelerate the transformation of its IT infrastructure, the need for adequate security increases apace. And the pace is dramatic. For example, in just two short years, the number of US hospitals providing patients with the ability to digitally view, download and transmit their health information jumped from just 10 percent in 2013 to 69 percent in 2015.
According to one report released in 2015, EHRs had replaced more than 80 percent of paper-based health records in established markets and up to 40 percent in emerging markets. In Canada the availability of digital consumer health services more than doubled in two years, and in Australia the Australian Digital Health Agency was created in July 2016 to drive the development and delivery of the nation’s digital health. Those are just a few examples of how technology is increasingly being used to enhance healthcare information accessibility across the globe. Along with the potential benefits of digital EHR implementation, however, come potential risks, many of which can materialize through indirect compromise such as third-party EHR vendor breaches.

Insider threat remains a serious concern, with IBM Managed Security Services (MSS) data for 2016 showing that 68 percent of all network attacks on healthcare organizations were carried out by insiders.

Unsurprisingly, the number one attack vector involved the use of malicious data input from bad actors to attempt to control or disrupt the behavior of target systems. With the increasing black-market value of healthcare records packaged into full individual profiles, attackers will increasingly set their sights on the healthcare industry. Healthy security is now a necessity. More than ever, there is an urgent need for organizations to transform a point product-based set of security solutions into an integrated security immune system.
Healthcare records up for ransom

Ransomware flourishes. Security incidents involving this malware are expected to continue rising in 2017, and it was one of the top security threats in 2016. For example, the criminals responsible for distributing the now infamous Locky ransomware focused on the healthcare industry early in the year. Numerous reports of incidents involving the malware surfaced globally in February, the targets including a New Zealand health board and several hospitals in Germany. In some cases security prevailed. The German hospitals were able to use backup data without paying the ransom, as was a Canadian hospital targeted by a different ransomware, WinPlock.

Unfortunately, not all incidents have been so easily resolved, and perhaps healthcare organizations are targeted more often than others in this widespread malware epidemic because attackers are experiencing relative success against them. In other words, hospitals and clinics may be more willing than others to pay for the decryption of their critical and sensitive information, especially when such attacks paralyze their operations and affect both patients and staff. In another notable Locky incident, for instance, a US hospital paid attackers 40 Bitcoins (~ USD17,000) to decrypt files on critical servers. The Bitcoin exchange rate has been rather volatile lately, so had the attack happened in January 2017, that 40 Bitcoin ransom would have cost the hospital close to USD40,000.

Many other victims have acted likewise, though often the size of the ransom paid has not been revealed for “security reasons.” One US-based health facility notified customers that their electronic medical records and backup copies had all been encrypted by Cryptowall ransomware, and that “seeing no other option” they had paid an undisclosed ransom fee to regain access. In one unlucky twist of fate, a US medical billing and electronic health record service provider paid a ransom and got their customers’ data unlocked, but then lost it due to a faulty backup system. Americans aren’t the only ones paying. One survey released in August 2016 reported that among respondents from non-US businesses, 40 percent said they too had paid a ransom to recover encrypted data.
How are healthcare companies being infected by ransomware? Banking Trojans and ransomware use the same infection vectors, and increasingly, cybercriminals are delivering ransomware via spam and phishing emails designed to trick unwitting users into opening an attachment or clicking a link. IBM X-Force has found that the average ransomware attachment rate in spam emails, at 0.6 percent in 2015, ballooned to an average of 40 percent of all spam in 2016—an increase of six thousand percent.\textsuperscript{17} Drive-by-download is another infection vector.\textsuperscript{18} In one incident, a Canadian hospital running an outdated content management system was found to be exposing visitors to the Angler exploit kit—delivering ransomware directly from its compromised website.\textsuperscript{19}

Whatever the variant or infection vector, ransomware presents all industries with the clear and costly danger of both data loss and operational impact, and many organizations in the healthcare industry may not be prepared to handle the threat. In fact, an IBM-fielded, US-based consumer and business research study found that businesses lack overall awareness and preparedness in the face of rising ransomware attack risk. The IBM report Ransomware Response Guide, designed to help organizations prepare for or deal with a ransomware attack, is a valuable source in that regard.

Data compromise through third-party vendors

Your security posture is only as strong as your weakest link, and your weakest link may be the third-party vendor with which you do business. The practice of outsourcing the management of EHRs or electronic medical records (EMRs) is growing. Hundreds of vendors are operating in the EHR management space,\textsuperscript{20} and any one of them could serve as an attacker’s point of entry in a healthcare data breach. The stakes can be high in this area. A breach affecting a company with a large market share could compromise multiple millions of patient records at once.

Unfortunately, such an incident isn’t hypothetical. One of the largest healthcare breaches of the last five years was the compromise of a provider of software services to the healthcare industry that exposed data on almost four million individuals.\textsuperscript{21} According to the company’s statement on the breach, the “sophisticated cyber attack” was detected 19 days after attackers gained unauthorized access to its network. Clients weren’t notified until almost a month after the attack began—ample time for cybercriminals to conduct nefarious activities with the unsuspecting patients’ information.
In December 2015 a US-based company offering management software solutions for healthcare providers became aware that it was the victim of a cyberattack that might have occurred many months earlier, as early as January of that year. The weapon of choice may have been credential-stealing malware allowing attackers access to systems and ultimately compromising over a quarter million health care records from more than a dozen organizations (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Map of affected companies and number of records compromised resulting from a single third-party incident. Source: IBM X-Force Interactive Security Incidents data.
Malicious actors aren’t the only agents of compromise. Sometimes third-party vendors can open the data of their clients’ patients to potential compromise and theft through simple carelessness. In one incident reported in February 2016, patient data from several dental practices in Canada and the United States was exposed due to a misconfigured FTP server at a company that sells management software to dental offices. In another incident, a US health organization notified over 650,000 individuals of an incident involving one of its vendors that unintentionally exposed sensitive information, including social security numbers and partial payment data, to an Internet-facing server for several days.

A healthcare organization’s ability to protect its clients’ PHI often depends on how quickly its vendors can close the breach-detection gap when an incident occurs—but navigating the world of health EMR and EHR vendors can seem daunting, especially to smaller practices. Healthcare organizations need to ask their third-party vendors the right questions. Did the software developers adhere to the expectations set forth in the HIMSS’ EHR Developer Code of Conduct? Is the vendor willing to sign a comprehensive business associate agreement and be audited for compliance with HIPAA privacy and security rules? The answers will show which vendors will fit with the organization’s cybersecurity program and minimize its exposure to breaches and the damage they cause.

Healthcare organizations should secure assurance that third-party providers handling patient data meet industry requirements for data privacy and security.
**Insider threat**

Healthcare organizations continue to be victimized by insiders, both malicious and inadvertent. According to IBM Managed Security Services data, 68 percent of all network attacks targeting healthcare organizations in 2016 were carried out by insiders and more than one-third of those attacks involved malicious actors. A notable incident from April 2016 highlights the danger from individuals motivated by malice. Reportedly, the personal information of children vaccinated at Chinese hospitals was obtained partly through unauthorized access and partly by malicious insiders collaborating with attackers who subsequently posted the information for sale.27

Malicious insiders are certainly a concern, but others who inadvertently or unwittingly introduce threats to your environment can cause just as much damage. From falling victim to phishing scams to misconfiguring servers to losing laptops, the mistakes and failings of an organization’s otherwise loyal insiders can often give attackers a wide-open gateway into its networks. Most such users are employees, but they can also be trusted third parties—partners, clients, maintenance contractors—with whom an organization conducts business.

The compromise of hundreds of thousands of healthcare records doesn’t have to be the result of a complicated scheme. In one incident from February 2016, an unencrypted password-protected laptop containing the PHI of 400,000 individuals was stolen from an employee’s car.28 Beyond the immediate access it can open to internal networks and file shares, a stolen laptop can be easily booted to reveal passwords, stored temporary files, access to VPN connections, remote desktops, wireless encryption keys and more. And while lost laptops are a problem in all industries, the rate of reported loss in healthcare and pharmaceutical companies is unusually high, second to the top across all industries.29 But how well does that fact reflect the real world? How many laptop thefts go unreported? How much data really ends up in the wrong hands this way? Tracking such statistics remains nearly impossible.
And more questions. Does poor security education play a role in inadvertent incidents? One report released in September 2016 rated healthcare employees as one of lowest-performing groups on questions asked about safe password practices. How does that trickle down to other areas of basic cybersecurity hygiene? If staff is failing to apply security updates, downloading unauthorized software, or indulging in other risky and forbidden behaviors, they could easily end up being the reason malware is running rampant on the network or ransomware is locking the patients’ data.

**Prevalent mechanisms of attack targeting the healthcare industry**

IBM Managed Security Services, which monitors billions of events reported every year by client devices in over 130 countries, analyzed the aggregate data we accumulated between January 1, 2016 and December 31, 2016. This data provides insight into the healthcare industry’s daily cyber experience.

In this section we define an attack as a security event observed in a system or network that has been identified by correlation and analytics tools as malicious activity attempting to collect, disrupt, deny, degrade, falsify or destroy information system resources, or the information itself.

We have grouped the attack types listed below according to the standard set forth by the MITRE Corporation’s Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC™) effort, which “organizes attack patterns hierarchically based on mechanisms that are frequently employed when exploiting a vulnerability.” The only exception is the “Indicator” category.

**Inject unexpected items**

According to our analysis of the 2016 data, the number one attack vector targeting healthcare organizations, at 47 percent of attacks, involves those attacks that use malicious data input to attempt to control or disrupt the behavior of a target system. Command injection, which includes operating system (OS) command and SQL injection, belongs in this category. OS command injection is also known as shell command injection, for which the now infamous and widely prevalent Shellshock vulnerability is named. Shellshock attack activity surged across all industries prior to its two-year anniversary in September 2016 and made up just over one-third of all attacks targeting healthcare in 2016.
Manipulate data structures
The number two attack vector, accounting for 19 percent of attacks, was attempting to gain unauthorized access through the manipulation of system data structures. As CAPEC states, “Often, vulnerabilities [such as buffer overflow vulnerabilities], and therefore exploitability of these data structures, exist due to ambiguity and assumption in their design and prescribed handling.”

Manipulate system resources
Attacks attempting to manipulate some aspect of a resource’s state or availability accounted for nine percent of all attacks. Resources include files, applications, libraries and infrastructure and configuration information. Successful attacks in this category could allow the attacker to cause a denial of service as well as execute arbitrary code on the target machine.

Employ probabilistic techniques
The fourth most prevalent mechanism of attack, at six percent, involved an attacker “using probabilistic techniques to explore and overcome security properties of the target.” Most of the activity involved brute-force password attacks, a tactic in which an intruder tries to guess a username and password combination to gain unauthorized access to a system or data. Most of the attacks observed targeted the Secure Shell (SSH) service. Attackers favor SSH because it provides shell account access across the network.

Indicator
A cyber threat indicator consists of certain observable conditions as well as contextual information about the condition or pattern. These events, which accounted for six percent of the total in the data analyzed, could indicate either a compromise or an attempted attack on the target system. A large percentage of the activity involved targeted systems experiencing many (100-plus) external destinations in a short time, which might indicate a compromised internal host. If compromised, a host could be attacking other targets or communicating with other compromised hosts.
Abuse existing functionality
Four percent of attacks involved those attempting to abuse or manipulate “one or more functions of an application in order to achieve a malicious objective not originally intended by the application, or to deplete a resource to the point that the target’s functionality is affected.”³⁴ Successful attacks in this category could allow the attacker to obtain sensitive information or cause a denial of service, as well as execute arbitrary code on the target machine.

Collect and analyze information
Attacks focused on the gathering, collection and theft of information made up four percent of attack attempts targeting client devices. Most of these attacks involved fingerprinting, often viewed as a kind of pre-attack to gather information on potential targets and discover existing weaknesses in them. Essentially, an attacker compares output from a target system to known "fingerprints" that uniquely identify specific details about the target, such as the type or version of its operating system or application. Attackers can use the information to exploit known vulnerabilities in the target organization’s IT infrastructure.

Engage in deceptive interaction
Accounting for three percent of attacks, attempts to fool victims into opening malicious documents or clicking on links to malicious sites are proving very successful in the healthcare industry. The suspect documents and links are often delivered via phishing campaigns. One of the most devastating healthcare breaches reported to date, which compromised the information of nearly 80 million individuals, is suspected to have been initiated via phishing, which led to the attacker’s obtaining employee credentials.³⁵

Subvert access control
Attacks attempting to subvert access control through the “exploitation of weaknesses, limitations and assumptions in the mechanisms a target utilizes to manage identity and authentication”³⁶ accounted for two percent of attacks. Most of the attacks observed in this category involved the exploitation of vulnerabilities in the target’s client/server communication channel for authentication and data integrity by leveraging the implicit trust a server places in what it believes to be a valid client.
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**Figure 3.** Prevalent mechanisms of attack targeting healthcare industry. Source: IBM Managed Security Services data (January 1, 2016 – December 31, 2016).
Fortify your cybersecurity immune system

The risk factors and data on actual attacks make it very clear. The time for healthcare organizations to strengthen their information security posture from top to bottom—employee training, third party control, proper technological solutions, the works—is now. The guidance provided in the 2016 Security trends in the healthcare industry report still holds true. First and foremost, cyber security has to be a business priority. If so, there will be adequate budgetary allocations, a dedicated information security person to run the show, and an incident response plan, or IRP, to help you comply with HIPAA and other regulations. You may also be reviewing medical devices for security issues and applying essential data protection methods. Those are the basics. What else can your healthcare organization do to fortify its cybersecurity immune system?

Backup your data with the threat in mind

Ransomware is a growing and significant trend. If ransomware defeats your protection strategy and renders your data encrypted and unrecoverable, your next best strategy is to have a regularly updated backup. You’re still bound to lose some data—how much depends on how long it’s been since your last backup—but the loss will be far less devastating than it would be without any backup at all. Services such as IBM Resiliency Backup as a Service can protect your data with fast, flexible cloud-based backup and recovery.

Just having backups isn’t enough. You also need to test them. In several cases seen by IBM X-Force Incident Response and Intelligence Services, companies that had never tested their backups found they didn’t work when they tried to restore their data.
Mitigate internal threats

Insiders who compromise sensitive data often act undetected. Their legitimate access to the information makes it difficult to spot a breach: they could interact with that data every day in order to do their jobs, and then one day access it for nefarious ends. For this reason, it is important for security teams to take an integrated approach across several technology and business areas to both reduce their exposure to these types of threats, and better detect them when they do occur.

To reduce exposure, companies must combine data security and identity and access management solutions to protect their sensitive data and govern the access of all legitimate users. The more end users have access to sensitive information, the greater the chance that someone will put it at risk, either maliciously or by mistake. Companies must ensure they are limiting access to only those users that absolutely need it, and that controls stay current as the user population changes and evolves over time. Similarly, the easier the information is to access, and the more places it resides, the higher the chances that an insider, or an outsider with stolen credentials, will be able to gain access for the wrong reasons.

Solutions that include an identity manager and account-provisioning component, such as IBM Privileged Identity Manager, help an organization centrally manage and audit the use of privileged IDs across different scenarios. Solutions like IBM Security® Guardium® can help ensure sensitive data is appropriately protected.

To detect threatening or suspicious insider behaviors, identifying misuse and suspicious activity on corporate networks is critical, so employee activity must be monitored in accordance with corporate security policies. There are various approaches to the task. Products that monitor behavior and detect anomalies, such as IBM QRadar® Security Intelligence Platform, are essential.

Most companies use this type of detection to monitor for anomalies such as an increased number of connections between a host computer and an internal client computer. That could indicate malware propagating itself and communicating with its associated command-and-control servers.
For these technologies to work well together and protect an organization from insider threats, they must be coupled with the right security expertise to address any security gaps insiders might exploit. For organizations that don’t have the skills in-house, or for those who want to find a manageable way to get started, an IBM Security Services engagement, such as IBM identity and access management services for insider threat protection, can provide the business and security experience to help evaluate intelligence, draw more meaningful conclusions and prepare for next steps.

Recent merger or acquisition? Penetration testing services may be needed

According to one report, “the number of hospital transactions announced in 2015 grew 18 percent compared with 2014 and 70 percent compared with 2010.” Challenges resulting from mergers and acquisitions go beyond integrating leadership and aligning operational efficiencies. One that may be overlooked is proper consideration of the safety and security of record storage strategies during integration of the merged organizations’ EHRs and information systems. In one incident, a security breach in a practice went undiscovered until after the sale, when the new owners’ IT personnel discovered the unauthorized access. From small private practice acquisitions to large hospital mergers, IT security must be part of the process.

A safer future for healthcare

We have seen that the healthcare industry is a leaky vessel in a stormy sea. Change and expansion are moving faster than protection and security, and attacks are far outpacing defense. That must change, because the threat is extreme. Putting it one way, making your healthcare organization compliant and secure can help minimize your risk exposure and reduce the potential impact from all threats. Putting it another way, your inattention to cybersecurity is dangerous to your patients’ financial health and physical welfare, even their lives.
Protect your enterprise while reducing cost and complexity

From infrastructure, data and application protection to cloud and managed security services, IBM Security Services has the expertise to help safeguard your company’s critical assets. We protect some of the most sophisticated networks in the world and employ some of the best minds in the business.

IBM offers services to help you optimize your security program, stop advanced threats, protect data and safeguard cloud and mobile. Security Intelligence Operations and Consulting Services can assess your security posture and maturity against best practices in security. With IBM X-Force Incident Response and Intelligence Services, IBM experts proactively hunt and respond to threats, and apply the latest threat intelligence before breaches occur. With IBM Managed Security Services, you can take advantage of industry-leading tools, security intelligence and expertise that will help you improve your security posture—often at a fraction of the cost of in-house security resources.

About IBM Security
IBM Security offers one of the most advanced and integrated portfolios of enterprise security products and services. The portfolio, supported by world-renowned IBM X-Force research, provides security intelligence to help organizations holistically protect their people, infrastructures, data and applications, offering solutions for identity and access management, database security, application development, risk management, endpoint management, network security and more.

IBM operates one of the world’s broadest security research, development and delivery organizations, holding more than 3,500 security patents and processing upwards of 1 trillion security events every month for more than 4,500 clients across 133 countries.
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